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Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 376 pages. Dimensions: 8.1in. x 5.4in. x 0.7in.Despite
the vast changes in plantation agriculture following the Civil
War and Reconstruction, the lot of small farmers was little
improved. Examining the nonplantation region of upcountry
Georgia as a microcosm of the South, Steven Hahn showed
how farmers were buffeted by such forces as the unravelling of
antebellum household economy, the development of market
forces, the growth of a new class of merchants-landlords, and
rising tensions between town and countryside--and how their
resentments fueld the Populist movement at the end of the 19th
century. For this updated edition, Hahn will add new material
to discuss how the book has stood up since it was published
over twenty years ago, how the arguments and questions were
received, and what influence they may have had on
scholarship. He will also consider what has happened to
historical interest in Populism, poor white people and populist
politics, as well as why he thinks it likely that interest may
revive and what sort of questions and arguments may drive it.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Comprehensive manual! Its this sort of excellent read through. We have read through and i also am certain that i will
going to read through once more again later on. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time (that's what
catalogs are for regarding in the event you question me).
-- Pr of . Ger a ldine Mona ha n-- Pr of . Ger a ldine Mona ha n

This ebook is definitely not easy to get going on looking at but quite fun to learn. We have read and so i am sure that i
will gonna study once more yet again later on. I am very happy to inform you that here is the finest publication i
actually have read inside my personal daily life and might be he best publication for possibly.
-- Sister  La ng osh-- Sister  La ng osh
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